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Installation
All aspects of installing this software were painless and slick. A locked version is downloaded from the internet, and then unlocked with an e-mailed key purchased in any of several ways. There are different pricing options for various user groups. The company website http://www.chikrii.com/ has the downloads and details on pricing.
Why translate?
Latex and TeX are the de facto standard typesetting tool across most of Mathematics and much of science [1] , [2] , [3] . From the Windows/Word world, it is important to understand that Latex is not an alternative word processor. It is a structured system for typesetting documents that separates the document presentation from the content and structure. This means a Latex document is a plain text file that can be e-mailed and painlessly shared across multiple platforms, and can be automatically processed with publicationspecific styles. All internal cross-referencing, pagination, citations and so on can be entered without reference to the final appearance. It also means that a Latex document is relatively stable -the software has evolved slowly, but the level of backwards compatibility is extremely high, and it is reasonable to view documents stored in Latex as being permanently usable. The layout and pagination of a Latex document is determined by Latex itself, depending on various style parameters set according to the wishes of the final destination. Complex mathematical typesetting to a professional standard is part of Latex and is again produced in a structured fashion.
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It is also important to understand that there is good Latex, bad Latex, and wrong Latex. A Latex document is in effect a program to be run: this could be highly structured, logically arranged, easy to follow and elegant. It could also be convoluted, obscure, needlessly lengthy or brutally short, and difficult to follow. Finally it could be wrong: a Latex file can have syntax errors which are as problematical as syntax errors in any programming language.
The various versions of Word all work as WYSIWYG word processors, with the layout essentially determined by the user. Mathematical equations are typically a mixture of ad hoc structures made up using existing fonts, equations using additional fonts, and inserted objects built by an equation editor. The resulting documents have limited portability as they will behave differently on different platforms and with different versions of Word. Of course Word is very familiar, has no learning curve, and is widely available.
Because of all this, the need to translate a Word document into TeX can easily arise: to meet the requirements of a publisher, to save space, to increase portability, to allow the author to use other tools like bibTeX [3] , to provide a stable archive format, and so on.
Is it possible?
In On the other hand -when printed out two such documents might look similar, and certainly they both are a form of technical typing that allows you to put words and symbols on paper.
Use in vitro
Within those constraints, the most important question is does the software work? As a first test, I prepared some simple but carefully structured Word documents, following the guidelines from Word2TeX. These guidelines include using Equation Editor for all mathematics, using headings properly and so on. These files saved as TeX effortlessly and accurately, and were of high quality. The pagination and so on had changed, but preserving these things is not the intention: the intention is to produce Latex that can then be adapted in style to whatever the final destination wants. Indeed, a program that produces a Latex file that will mimic in appearance an existing Word document is relatively easy -but the resulting Latex file could not be used by publishers with their own style files, pagination and so on. The Latex files produced were 'good' Latex: clean, uncluttered, free of errors, easy to read and adapt.
The reverse operation was equally simple and efficient. Converting Latex to Word is in principle much easier, and TeX2Word does this painlessly.
Use in vivo
One of the reasons I wanted to try this software was to deal with the following problem. My department has a huge archive of undergraduate exam papers, going 
Conclusions
This is a high-quality pair of programs that gives a practical route between Word and Latex. For documents prepared carefully with this application in mind, it works extremely well. For documents that arise in practice, with a mixture of styles and some ad hoc mathematical constructs, Word2TeX does an excellent job but works no miracles. The resulting file would still need careful editing to correct problems arising from the ambiguities inherent in Word before it can be submitted as Latex.
